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Presentation Notes
Good morning. I’m Alejandro Godino, from the Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona, and, together with Antonio Martin and Oscar Molina, I’m presenting the results of the IR-Multiling Project in the Spanish context.



CONCEPT OF ‘MANAGEMENT OF DIVERSITY’

 Definition (Keil et al., 2007):
 “[…] managerial process of accepting and using certain differences and similarities 

as a potential in an organisation […]”
 “[…] a process which creates added value to the company”.

 The multilingual diversity  origin, ethnic, gender, culture, etc.

Language discrimination: hardly separable from other 
categories associated with migrant status

 Advisory Group  “Management of diversity” as broader 
concept

 Management of Diversity clauses  12 pioneers collective 
agreements 
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First of all, it’s important to highlight the concept of “Management of Diversity”. Once we started the research, the experts of the Advisory Group recommended us to use the concept of “Management of Diversity” as a broader concept to analyze the problems derivative from the differences of language.The concept was defined by Marion Keil and others in the Training Manual for Diversity Management conceived as an “Active and conscious development of a future oriented, value driven strategic, communicative and managerial process of accepting and using certain differences and similarities as a potential in an organization, a process which creates added value to the company”. Thus, this definition shows us a utilitarian idea of diversity.In this sense, the management of multilingualism in the company is a closely related issue with other aspects such as origin, ethnicity, gender and culture. In short, the language variable interacts with other variables related to immigrant status and possible discrimination.In the case of Spain, the Advisory Board identified 12 Collective Agreements that have been pioneers managing diversity introducing: clauses regulating the reception of immigrants, calendar work based on cultural and religious diversity, the interaction in different languages, etc.



METHODOLOGY AND MODEL

 Organisational analysis Case study methodology

 Three cases: work centres (Yin, 1994).

 Selection variables:
 Sectoral level, level of Qualification, the Size and type of Company, Trade union role, Share of 

migrants and Women.

 Analysis axis:
 Languages and relations at work

 Understanding of labour rights

 Training management

 Representation and representativeness

 Initiatives

 18 interviews:
 Management and HR (4) | Committee (3) | Workers (11)
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Respect to the analysis, we developed the fieldwork analyzing organizations through the case study methodology selecting three cases that were work centers of different companies. The selection variables were the Sectoral level, the level of Qualification, the Size and type of Company, the Trade union role and the Share of migrants and Women. Respect to the Analysis axis, the project developed five main dimensions but for this presentation we will focus on the “Languages and relations at work” and the “Understanding of labour rights” overall. For all this, we developed 18 interviews: four interviews to Management and HR responsibles, three to members of the Committee and eleven to Workers.



CASES STUDY

CASE I CASE II CASE III

Sector Construction Contact-Center IT Development

Position Operators (Painters) Customer service agents Developers

Languages Spanish and Catalan Mother tongue, Spanish 
and Catalan

English and mother tongue

Company Inclusion company Supplier company Start-up

IR Committee | No 
affiliation

Committee | Low 
affiliation

No committee| No 
affiliation

Size 200 750 43
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Taking this in consideration, an overview of the three cases shows us companies that cover different levels of size, qualification and relevance of the committee.The first case is a medium construction company with low qualified workers without affiliation.The second case is a contact-center multinational company with medium qualified customer service agents, with committee and with low affiliation.The third case is a little start-up with high-qualified IT developers and without committee neither affiliation.



CASE STUDY I: CONSTRUCTION

 Sector: declining employment
 Collective agreement: multilingualism        Health and Safety issues

 Company: Convergence between third sector and private sector
 30% of migrants | High rate of men | Low qualified

Insertion itinerary (2 years)

Recovery and acquisition 
of work habits and skills

Employment contract

Development of work 
tasks

Social contract

Language and job 
search training
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Regarding the first case, the construction is a declining sector in terms of employment since the beginning of the crisis. However, the presence is still relevant in the sector, what explains the existence of several clauses in the collective agreement concerning the multilingualism, the most of them dedicated to Health and Safety issues.The case is focused on an insertion company for vulnerable collectives such as disabled people, ex-prisoners and migrants. Thus, the company is a convergence between the third sector and the private sector. The company offers an insertion itinerary to recover work habits and skills through the articulation of an employment contract, to develop construction tasks, and a social contract to assisting to language training courses in the case of migrants.There are a 30% of migrants and a high majority of men in low qualified job positions.Respect to Languages and relations at work, we observed that the Spanish is stablished as the lingua franca in the company while the Arabic is used as the language for verification of information between Moroccan workers. About this point there are different interpretations. While the Management sees the only use of Spanish in the company as benefit for the coexistence between the workers, the migrants understand the use of Arabic as a flexibility element to get used with the work process. A situation perceived by the Manager interviewed as a risk to reinforce ghettos. In any way, there are just mild conflicts between Spanish and Moroccan workers regarding the language. We observed overall that the Spanish is used as a mechanism of control and mutual respect between the workers.In regard to the understanding of labor rights, it should be noted the interdependence that there between workmates of the same origin as well as the important support of the Committee to migrants to understand their contracts and rights. This can be explained by the fact that the president of the committee is Moroccan, simplifying this process.



CASE STUDY I: CONSTRUCTION

 Languages and relations at work:
 Spanish as lingua franca
 Arabic as the language for verification of information between Moroccan
 Different interpretations between Management and migrant workers
 Coexistence vs. Flexibility

 Perception of “ghettos”

Mild conflicts regarding language
 Use of Spanish as a mechanism of control and mutual respect

 Understanding labour rights:
 Interdependence of workmates of the same origin
 Support of the Committee (Moroccan president)
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Regarding the second case, the sector of contact-centers is characterized by the articulation of outsourcing practices at global level. A situation that facilitates the multilingual situations in the sector. In that sense, the collective agreement recognizes the diversity of language with Salary Pluses and Non-discrimination clauses. Respect to the case, the analyzed company is a multilingual hub belonging to a USA’s multinational. The 75% of the workforce are migrants, the 70% women and the there is a majority of medium qualified job position, customer service agents overall.Respect to the “Languages and relations at work”, the Spanish and English are the common languages between different nationalities. while the mother tongue is the only language to support customers, It is relevant to highlight the National distribution of space. The agents are distributed and concentrated in different spaces in the departments depending on their nationality, developing cultural and linguistic bubbles. This allows for the reproduction of linguistic and cognitive frameworks of the country of origin. Therefore, there is little interaction between nationalities. The only exception is found in the unique department without this national distribution of the space.



CASE STUDY II: CONTACT-CENTER

Sector: Coordination of outsourcing practices at global level
 Recognition of diversity in the collective agreement (salary Plus and Non-discrimination 

clauses)

 Company:
 USA’s multinational | Multilingual hub
 75 % migrants | 70 % women | Medium qualification

 Languages and relations at work:
 Spanish and English as common languages
 National distribution of space
 Cultural and linguistic bubbles

 Reproduction of linguistic and cognitive frameworks of the country of origin

 Little interaction between nationalities
 Exception in the only department without national distribution of the space

 Representativeness
 Lack of representation of migrant workers
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Regarding the second case, the sector of contact-centers is characterized by the articulation of outsourcing practices at global level. A situation that facilitates the multilingual situations in the sector. In that sense, the collective agreement recognizes the diversity of language with Salary Pluses and Non-discrimination clauses. Respect to the case, the analyzed company is a multilingual hub belonging to a USA’s multinational. The 75% of the workforce are migrants, the 70% women and the there is a majority of medium qualified job position, customer service agents overall.Respect to the “Languages and relations at work”, the Spanish and English are the common languages between different nationalities. while the mother tongue is the only language to support customers, It is relevant to highlight the National distribution of space. The agents are distributed and concentrated in different spaces in the departments depending on their nationality, developing cultural and linguistic bubbles. This allows for the reproduction of linguistic and cognitive frameworks of the country of origin. Therefore, there is little interaction between nationalities. The only exception is found in the unique department without this national distribution of the space.



CASE STUDY III: IT START-UP

 Raise of IT Start-ups in Spain  network in Barcelona
 Digital business
 “Pull effect” of international, young and high qualified profiles

 Company: Start-up focused on the development of on-line interfaces 
for companies.
 32% migrants | 11% women | High qualification

 Horizontal corporate culture
 No visual hierarchy
 Opened work space
 Work dynamics of autonomous and flexible work

 Self-management of linguistic diversity
Multiple courses of languages per week
 “Off-site” activities
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Regarding the last case study, the IT Start-ups network is a growing phenomenon in Barcelona focused specially in B2B, e-Commerce and Apps developing. This industry is generating a “Pull effect” of international, young and high qualified workers.The analyzed company is an IT Start-up focused on the development of on-line interfaces for other companies. There are 43 people working in the company, 32% of them migrants, 11% women and all of them high qualified. We observed a horizontal corporate culture characterized by no visual hierarchy, an opened work space (sharing tables, tools and places) and dynamics of autonomous and flexible work for every job position.It’s also relevant to highlight the self-management of linguistic diversity through the proposal of multiple courses of languages per week and the flexible celebration of “off-site” activities.



CONCLUSIONS

 Presence of linguistic pairs  “Catalyst” of the committee as 
mediator

 Labour conflicts:
 Contexts with higher religious and cultural differences 
 Networks and trajectories characterized by precariousness

 Qualification as facilitator factor

Training as indicative dimension of the “MoD”
 Different levels of adaptability depending of the case

Suppression of workers' subjectivityTaylorism

Management and channelling of the subjectivityPosfordism
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Once explained the three case studies, we deduced several conclusions:First, the presence of linguistic pairs can works as “Catalyst” or facilitators of the role of the committee as mediator for labor demands of migrant workers. Second, the labor conflicts can be more frequent in contexts with higher religious and cultural differences and within those workers with networks and trajectories more precarious. Third, the (higher) qualification can be a facilitator factor for a better management of diversity.The last idea, the differences in the managing of training could be used as an indicative dimension of the “MoD”, once we observed different levels of adaptability depending of the case.



CONCLUSIONS

Assimilationist model

Cohabitation model

Integrative model

I. CONSTRUCTION

II. CONTACT-CENTER

III. START-UP
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Therefore, taking in consideration these conclusions and filtering them by the concepts of Taylorism and Posfordism in the management of the workforce, we propose three possible models of management of the linguistic diversity that we could handle beyond this research:Assimilationist modelCohabitation modelIntegrative model



CONCLUSIONS

Three different models of multilingualism scenarios at work: 

Assimilationist model: Scenario where a dominant language is 
implemented by the Management prohibiting or denying the use of 
the migrant workers mother tongue.

 Cohabitation model: Work environment characterized by the 
existence of diverse cultural and linguistic communities using their 
mother tongue but with low interaction between each community due 
to varied HR strategies.

 Integrative or “Bottom-Up” model: Work scenario characterized by 
high workers participation in decision making with high flexibility and 
adaptability in the use of diverse languages during the work process.
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Therefore, taking in consideration these conclusions and filtering them by the concepts of Taylorism and Posfordism in the management of the workforce, we propose three possible models of management of the linguistic diversity that we could handle beyond this research:Assimilationist modelCohabitation modelIntegrative model
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